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through pure innovation.

The K 100 gave the highest motor-
cycle category what demanding
riders have always looked for:
reasonable and, more particularly,
control lable h igh performance.
As fascinating as high performances
were on the one hand, they also gave
rise to concern, since this category
of machine can normally only fully
exploit its primary feature - maximum
power with top engine speed and
hectic gear changing - on closed
motorcycle race tracks. A dubious"pleasure", and normally only possi-
ble by increasing the risk of problems
in handling and controllability.
The disadvantages of this develop-
ment are particularly noticeable in
those areas where motorcycling is at
its most fascinating - on winding
roads, uphill and down. The advan-
tages now offered by BMW are based
on the trend-setting BMW compact
drive system. An engine unit which
produces its optimum output even at
low engine speeds, which allows
sporty motorcycling to be enjoyed
without problems.

as independent as the BMW Boxer.

The BMW compact drive system -
that means a highly compact, length-
wise-mou ntedo water-cooled, four-
cylinder in-line engine which is
extremely easyto service. An engine
which not only provides the most
dynamic of riders with the perform-
ance and torque they demand, but
which can also work in complete har-
mony with this style of riding thanks
to its light weight and low centre
of gravity. The logical direet drive to
the universal shaft eliminates the loss
of power which otheruvise occurs
due to the double reversal of the drive.
Anyone who knows how to evaluate
motorcycle engines will immediately
recognize that the BMW K engine
unit is specially designed to meet the
demands of a powerful motorcycle.
From now on, this unique, advanced
technology is also available in the
750 class. After extensive studies and
tests, we have now transferred this
trend-setting concept to the 3-cylinder
in-line engines of the new K75.

New: BMW K75 - high-pe.rlormange

By transferring the frame, suspension
and engine technology of the K 100 to
the new K75, BMW is now promoting
progress in the motorcycleTS0 class.
And is now offering an excellent
alternative to allthose riders who
previously shunned machines from
this class due to their one-sided out-
put extremes. Their all-round quali-
ties - noticeable immediately both in
acceleration and cornering, on fast
straight roads and comfortable
touring - are developed by the K 75
without losing anything in handling,
controllability, load allowance or
reliability. Maximum performance and
enormous pulling power are their
strengths. Versatility is their greatest
feature.

Forthose riders who demand the
optimum, progressive technology
but still place great importance on
sporting but easily controlled
dynamics, the K 100 series of motor-
cycles from BMW offers them their
ideal. The motorcycles in this series
demonstrate a perfect balance of high
performance and safety not always
available in this class. Their output
curve with high power even at low
engine speeds, high elasticity right
up to the top speed and exceptionally
safe handling even at high speeds
are first class in every respect.
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K 100 RS with special equapment:
special paintwork
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K100 RS with special equipment:
luggage rack

K'100 RTwith special equipment:
luggage rack
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In the super class of large motor-
cycles, BMW has proved with its
K 100 models how far motorcycle
development can progress with a
trend-setting techn ical concept.
The list of successes is impressive
proof of this progress: through ever
greater sales successes and number
one spots in tests and reader polls in
the motorcycling magazines in many
countries.

This progress can now be vours one
step earlier.
BMW K75 C. K75 S -
with K-Series teghnolsgy and

ive
alternative to increaslng

class.

What is nowadays normally offered
as progress in motorcycles is charac-
terised by excessive emphasis being
placed on extreme sporting features
such as are required only on closed
motorcycle racetracks. The result is
that these motorcycles then have
shortcomi ngs yhere qu ite different
qualities are required -on normal
roads, and particularly where motor-
cycl i ng holds its greatest fasci nation -
on winding roads and tight bends.
With the new K75, BMW is taking the
alternative route to logical progress.

Motorcycling holds so much
faSqination: The new K 75 allows you
t

Whatever the type of rider or his
personal expectationsn he will find in
the first few kilometres that the trend-
setting design hdrmony of these
machines demonstrates a balance so
far unavailable in this class. lf you
wish, the K75 can be a sporting
machine with exceptional accelera-
tion and curve handling qualities. But
without any compromise in comfort
and safety so often criticised in other
motorcycles.
On the other hand, it offers optimum
touring qualities for riders placing
particular emphasis on this type of
travel: whether for long journeysor
short trips - alone or with pillion
passenger. The design of the K75 and
its drive characteristics are first class
in every respect.
The ride characteristics have been
optimised by the special layout rif the
frame: both for heavy and light loads,
whether fitted with panniers or with-
out, for low or high speeds. All this is
the basis for our versatile design
concept.

Our engine know-how has now been
increased to BMW standards.

Through the BMW motor technology,
the 3-cylinder engine offers a
smoothness of running bettered not
even by 4-cylinder engines. The K 75
engine combines revolutionary K 100
technology with ultramodern
3-cylinder mechanical engineering.
Countenueights and opposed shafts
prevent build-up of inertia moments
and ensure smooth, low-vibration
running.The smooth engine running
is also ensured by computer
controlled, exact 120 degree ignition
and electronic fuel iniection with
deceleration fuel control. This in turn
ensures low fuel consumption, less
pollution from exhaust gases and
reduced noise levels.

l[75S.
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Where pace-setting motorcycle
safety is concerned, power is a means
to an end and not an end in itself. For
this reason, BMW is now also offering
the next generation of motorcycle
engines in the K series: high-torque
engines.
They are characterised by a sensible,
useful output combined with a torque
superiority in the engine speed
ranges yielding maximum motor-
cycling enjoyment. On country roads,
for examplen where sporty riding
covers the middle gears and engine
speed ranges overtaking is thus made
easier and safer.
Accelerating out of curves becomes
sheer pleasure.
You will immediately recognize these
important advantages of the K-Series
engine if you compare its torque
curve with that of engines designed
for peak output at extreme engine
speeds.
Even at very low engine speeds, the
K models achieve torques which
others often only achieve at engine
speeds a few thousand revs higher.
That is the basib for BMW's riding
supremacy, for superiority instead ot
hectic gear changing and excessive
noise.

Both K-Series have the worldwide
patented, outstanding BMW compact
drive system. The compact drive
system -the innovative drive unit
technology from one of the most
capable engine manufacturers in the
world - BMW. This system not only
makes a major contribution to the
compactness of the engine units and
to weight savings in this class, it also
allows a comparatively low centre of
gravity which lies on the theoretical
line decisive for handling and ride
comfort which combines the steering
axis and the rear wheel forks (1).

Compact drive -
a power flow determined bv logic.

The power is transmitted directly to
the universal shaft without the usual
loss of power (2).The power is trans-
mitted directly from the crankshaft to
the drive shaft via a low-noise primary
gearing.The reverse direction of
rotationn together with the rotation of
generator, clutch and universal shaft
fully compensates forthe reverse
torque of the engine (3).The power is
transmitted practically, comfortably
and directly to the rear wheel.

A superior drive concept -
BMW compact drive system.

who wants to ride ahead of
crowd must have one ma
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For many years, BMW has been a
pioneer in electronic car engine
bontrolsystems and has now deve'
loped ultramodern vehicle technology
elbctronics which are suitable for

impressive: the smooth running,
power developmentn torque curve and
hot leastthe consumPtion. And the
long test period and extensive
expbrience in field work with BMW
automobiles are your guarantee for
high reliability and durabilitY'

BMW electronics: An important

this has already been ensured -and

with it the future safety of the K
models.
At the same time, BMW has avoided
complicating the technology in any
way. Electronics are only used where
they help to satisfy the requirements
outlined above, where they increase
riding safety or assist the rider: for
example, thetaillight control in the
cockpit or electronic time and travel-
dependent ind icator cancelli ng.

lonition and iniection were never
more effectivelv combined in a

w
K-Series.

forthe

futrrrc:
of the

BtWelecfronics-
ineueryBilIU l(model.

The control unit for electronic fuel
injection with the deceleration fuel
controlsystem (LE Jetronic) is
located under the seat where it is not

function of intake air temperature,
coolant temperature, the quantity of
intake air (2l,current engine speed
and throttle valve position and passes
this information to the ignition
computer under the fuel tank tor the
optimum ignition Point (3).
The possibilities provided by elec-
tronics for controlling the fuel supply
are illustratedn for example, by the
consumption-reducing deceleration
fuel control system which reduces

of many years.
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When you have experienced the
fascinating ride characteristics of a
BMW K-Series motorbike, you wil l
quickly forget the "eitherlor" type of
motorcycles - those machines which
have litt le more to show than uniform
one-sidedness.
With a BMW, you no longer have to
decide between highly developed
dynamics or highly developed hand-
ling safety - with the BMW K-Series,
you wil l soon learn that you can get

both in one motorcycle. lts stable
performance, ease of handling and
well-balanced riding comfort are
exemplary - and provide the ideal
basis for complete riding pleasure.
They give the impression of sitting
on a smaller machine. And their
stability even at high speeds gives a
feeling of safety which you have
always looked for in a standard
production motorcycle. Until now,
only riders in the 1000 class have

been able to profit from this. But now
this concept is also available in the
750 category.
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gimmicks cliento
momrrycling.

The K 100 and K75 are not based on
technical features which, while
appearing spectacular on paper, will
sooner or later detract from your
riding pleasure. Instead, they offer
the best possible combination of
handling characteristics which can
be brought onto the road without any
reduction in either safety or comfort.

An essential factor for the excellent
riding stability of the K-Series is the
extremely stable but very light steel-
tube frame into which the K-engine
unit is integrated as a supporting
elemenl. The lattice construction
provides a very much higher rigidity
because of the extensive reduction in
bending forces.
BMW has integrated a great deal of
motor racing know-how into the
K-Series to achieve these improve.
ments (1).
Naturall$ the spatial configuration of
the supporting members was deter-
mined using the most modern,
computer-aided processes such as
the Finite Element Method. The
precise calculation of individual
members and all joint eonnections
ensures that the greatest possible
torsional rigidity requires no more
weight than that of a BMW.

The aerodynamic design details have
produced a smooth engine unit
reducing sensitivity to side winds,
contributed to a reduction in the front
surface area, improved stream lining
and thus produced a reduction in fuel
consumption, have considerably
improved the protection for both rider
and pillion passenger and allowed all
individual components, including
accessories, to be integrated
harmoniously into the design (4).
The aerodynamic perfection is also
prominent in the fairings of our
motorcyclesn which were designed
after extensive studies conducted on
both a scientific basis and in the BMW
wind tunnel. The resultant, controlled
air flow gives the rider of a K-model a
new kind of safety and comfort - even
at high speeds (5+6).

The BMW K models have an extremely
low dry weight. The frame and
suspension play a decisive role in
this, but the quality light-alloy
construction, which makes no
concessions in either stability or
reliability, is not restricted to merely
these elements. lt affects practically
every unit and every design detail.
The gearbox and engine housing,
cylinder headn cam shaft controller
and selector forks are all of light alloy.
The input shaft and cam shafts are
hollow. The light-alloy Monolever
suspension, the new wheels and the
aluminium fuel tank also contribute
to this low weight (3).

The combination of an excellent
frame and suspension with a low
centre of gravity, low weight, optimum
classical axle load distribution and
the excellently matched components
of inertia moments on the front wheel,
roll and steering axles, wheelbase,
wheel castor and control angle give
the BMW K-Series amazing handling
qualities.

The new K-Series BMW's were

The K-frame and

Ride into a new world of motor-
cyglingenioyffi
K-Series BMW.
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BMW motorcycles have the world-
wide reputation of producing
outstanding quality and, with the
K-Series, BMW intends to improve
even on this reputation.The quality
of these new machines is based
on BMW's 60 years of experience as a
motorcycle manufactu rer, coupled
with the accumulated competence
and technological know-how of the
western world's most successful
automobi le manufacturers over the
last 15 years.

In the last 5 years, BMW has invested
almost 400 million German Marks in
new production facilities in Berlin, in
increasing the capacity of the plants
and modernising product technology
- an indication of the persistancy
and hard-headed business sense with
which BMW has met the challenge
in the motorcycle sector.
A whole range gf the new production
techniques represent world firsts: for
example, machining carried out equi-
angulartothe crankshaft axle, the
nickel-silicon carbide coating of the
cylinder walls to improve and harden
the surlacen the precision boring
necessary for exact engine compo-
nent assembly on a new and complex
transfer line, the crankshafts with
gearwheels formed from the last

crankshaft web and produced from a
single moulded blank or the absolute
pinpoint welding of the entire frame
using welding robots.

The quality of the Boxer and K-Series
benefit equallyfrom this multi-
million investment. Both assemblies

Even our quality assurance test -
called 'Check-Out'- is the only one
of its kind in the world: at the end of
all the checks comes the check-out
system - a computer-controlled
monitoring system integrated into
the final assembly line. Every
machine must prove its absolute
perfection on one of the two roller-
type test stands at speeds of up to
140 kilometres per hour (90 miles per
hour). lts engine just as much as its
frame, suspension, electrics or
electronics (5).

First-class

The extensive BMW quality assurance
programme includes not only
production checks and careful finish-
ing but also the elimination of faults
in the planning, development and test
phases. Before BMW began to
producethe K-series, we putthe
machinethrough a quite unique
monitoring and testing programme
where the durability and reliability of
the frame, suspension and engine
were mercilessly tested.

At BMW this includes first-class
assembly by well-trained mechanics
in the completely equipped BMW
workshops (7), regular supply of
information and advice to the dealers
by qualified service personnel, and
rapid and comprehensive information
on alltechnical innovations and
improvements.
And because every BMW is optimally
maintained on the basis of carefully
drawn-up testing and service
schedules, they will reward their
owners with durability and high resale
price.
In otherwords: As a demanding rider
and fonrard-looking calculator, you
will recognize the impressive benefit
of a BMW. How much longer can you
afford not to ride a BMW?

les are built in one of

result of
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Technical Data BMW K100 K100 RS
Deviatlonsfrom
K100

K1OO RT
Deviationsfrom
KlOORS

K75C
Deviations from
K100

K75 S
Deviationsfrom
K75C

Dimensions and weights
Length 2200 mm (87.4 in), wheelbase 1516 mm (59.7in),
width of engine504 mm (19.8 in),
ground clearance 175 mm (6.9 in), seat height 810 mm (31.9 in),
height without mirrors 1155 mm (45.5 in), width with mirrors 960 mm (37.8 in)

Dry weight 2l5 kg (474.0 lb)
weight readyfor road incl.fuel239 kg (526.9lb)
gross weight limit '180 kg (1.056.0 lb)
Aluminium fuel tank with capaclty ot 22 liters (4.84 lmp. gal)

1271 mm (50.0 in)/
800 mm (31.5 in)
22e kg (503.8lb)
253 ks (5s6.6lb)

1460 mm (57.5 in)/
916mm(36.1 in )

239 kg (525.8lb)
263 kg (578.61b)

' t300 mm (51.1 in)/
900 mm (35.4 in)

204 kg (449.1 lb)
228k9$02.7tb)
450 kg (992.0!b)

21 litres (5.5 gal.)

1290 mm (50.7 in)/
810 mm (31.9 in)

211 kg (465.1 lb)
235 kg (518.0lb)

Engine
Patented, straight, horizontal, water-cooled,4-cylinder,4-stroke, in-line
engine with direct shaftdrive (BMW Compact Drive System);cylinder head
and all housing components of light alloy construction;
cylinderwalls llned with nickel-silicon carbide of high wear resistance;
2 overhead hollow camshafts supporled at 5 points; timing chain with
maintenance-free hydraulic chain tensioner; crankshafl supported at S points
and with primarygearing on the lastwebfordirect driveof the hol low input
shaft with integrated torsional vibration damper; water and oil pumps driven
directly via input shaft, and alternator and starler via auxiliary shaft.
Electronically-controlled fuel injection system, LE Jetronic, with fuel supply
shut-off ; control via measurement of the air flow, throttle valve position,
temperature and engine speed; digital ignition-timing-control unit located
in a protected position beneath the fueltank^
Thermostatical ly-control led, pump-driven dual circuit  water cool ing system.
Displacement 988 cm3 (60.29 in3); stroke 70 mm (2.75 in); bore 67 mm (Z.OS in);
max. output 66 kW (DlN) (90 bhp) at 8000/min.;
max. torque 86 Nm (63.7 lb. f t)  at 6000/min.;
compression rat io 10.2 to 1

3-cylinder, 4-stroke engine

740 cm'
51 .2  kW (D lN)  (70  bhp)  a t  8200/min .
65  Nm a t  6500/min .
10 .5 : ' l

Electrical system
460 W alternator with integrated, f ully electronic regulator; 0.7 kW starter;
easily accessible mini-fuses for seven circuits; centralarrangement of relay
and regulators on rubber elements beneath the fuel tank; injection control
unit located in a protected position underthe seat; light 12 V, 20 Amp/h
starter battery.

55/60 W headlight with H4 Halogen bulb and beam adjustment;
two-compartment 21l10 W rear light with indicator in cockpit (effective both
before and during travel).

Cockpit with central instrument cluster: electronic speedometer and
revolut ion counter, rear l ight indication function, km clock, tr ip distance
recorder with 100 m graduations, fuel indicator l ight for residual quanti ty
of 5 liters (1.1 lmp. gal respectively), coolant temperature warning indicator,
digital gear indicator with addit ional idl ing indicator l ight, direct ion
indicator l ight check (automatic, electronical ly control led, path- and
time-dependent resett ing in addit ion to cancell ing key on the r ight console
which can be operated manually), indicator l ights for oi l  pressure,
alternator. full beam and cold-start lever.

Digital quartz clock Digital quartz clock

Transmission
Single dry plate clutch with increased-rat io diaphragm spring, forged
aluminium flywheel and asbestos-free pads, attached to the input shaft,
rotat ing in the opposite direct ion to the rotat ional direct ion of the engine;
direct manual actuation via a thrust lever of the same thermalexpansion as
the aluminium housing and which is fed lhrough the hol low gearbox input
shaft,  takes up drive smoothly.

Flange-mounted, S-speed gearbox with dog clutches, with integrated
shock absorber and weight-reducing aluminium components; smooth
direct actuation via adjustable foot pedal with function precluding wrong
gear selection.

Ratios: |  4.50, l l  2.96, l l l  2.30, lV 1.88, V 1.62
Final drive rat io:2.91

Drive to rear wheel via new kind of shaft with integrated torsional vibrat ion
damper and crown wheel and pinion with Palloid tooth pattern and
supported in rol ler bearing, shaft runs in hol low control arm.

2 .81
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Technical Data BntW K100 K1OO RS
Deviatlonsfrom
K100

K1OO RT
Deviatlonsfrom
K1OORS

K75C
Ileviationsfrom
K100

K75 S
Devlationsfrom
K75C

Performance and consumption
Top speedover 2(X) km /h (123 mph)
Fuel consumptlon forlfi) km to ISO/DIN70030 (2-staror lead-free 2-star petrol)
at a constant 9{t km/h 5.0 I (56.6 mpg)
ataconstant 110km/h 5.7 | (49.7mpg)

4.3 | (66.1 mpg)
5.1 | (55.7 mpg)

4.4 | (64.7 mpg)
5.41(53.9mps)

200 km/h (123 mph)

63.2mpg
51.7mpg

over200 km/h (123 mph)

66.1mpg
54.7mpg

Frameand suspension
Torcionally rigid, dlmensionally exact, latticed tube frame of immensely
strong, low-weight steel; englne housing has supporting function.
Long-travel, sensitivetelescopic forks (stanchlon lubewith a diameter of
41.4 mm (1.62 in)) with double-actlng hydraulic dampers and progressive
sprlng rate, suspension travel of 185 mm (7.3 in).
Easlly rcmovable, robustly dimensioned, holloq qulck-release axle of
hardened and tempered steel.

Adlustable, torsionally rigid "BMW Monolever", single swinging arm of
lmmensely strong light alloy is supported on the gearbox with taper roller
bearings; support via "Monoshock" spring strut with gas-filled damper
wfth progressivetotal spring rate,3load settings and favourable location
lor cooling, suspension travel of 110 mm (4.3 in).

Cast light alloy wheel with rim safety profile (front: 2.50-18 MT H 2;
rear:275-17 MT H 2) and Y-shaped spokes with H cross-section.

Low-section tyres designed for high speed (front: 100/90 V18 tubeless;
rear: 130/90 VlTtubeless).

2llxed-caliperdisk brakes atthe froni (dia.of 285 mm (11.2 in))with slotted,
special steel disks and semi-metallic pads with no wet-weather fading.

lfixed-caliperdisk brake atthe rear(dia.of 285 mm (11.2 in)),
also comprising patented brake application system; brake actuation
vla hydraulic cylinder.

External fork stabilizer

rear:2.75-18 MTH2

front: 100/90 H 18
rear: 120/90 H 18

2.75-17MTH2

rear: 130/90 V 17

drum brake, diameter disk brake, diameter
200 mm (7.87 inches) 285 mm (11.22 inches)
mechanicactuation hydraulic actuation

Equipment
Adiustable, ergonomicallydesagned leverwith integrated switch actuations;
ignition switch in crash pad with coverable openings for additional switches.

Ergonomically arranged switches with additional colour and ISO symbol
designation.

Adlustable handlebarwith vibration-damping mounting (K100); one-key
locks for ignition, dualseat, fuel f iller cap and steering.

2 adjustable rear mirrors of aerodynamic, single-arm design: indicator/
warning lights in aerodynamically designed supporting arms.

Common mounting for rear indicator/warning l ights using aerodynamical ly
optimized supporting arm on the tailpiece.

Hinged, lockable, comfortable dualseat (670 mm (26.3 in) in length),
handles integrated into rear section, tool compartment (2.2 | (0.48 lmp. gal))
and rear storage compartment (9.0 | (1.98 lmp. gal)).

Favourable aerodynamic values could be achieved as a result of the
unmistakable, harmonic design of the headlight unit  and coolerfair ing
components as well as utilization of the integrated and compact engine
unitdesign.

16-piece toolkit, repair kit with air cartridges for tyre repair; light alloy foot
rests, spring-loaded, hinged, with damping, bevel led, rubber cover,
bearing-mounted on vibration-damped support plates; parking stand with
wide runners and efficient foot lever, hinged handle behind left side panel
provides stand-up aid; favourable arrangement of the t i l t ing stand on
the parking stand support plate.

Mirror housing with
hand protection and
integrated indicator/
warning l ights.

Mult i-component,
aerodynamical ly
optimized sports fair ing
of glass-fibre-
reinforced plastic with
ad justable spoi ler and
knee pads.

Storage compartments

Mirror housing with
hand protection on
fair ing; indicator/
warning l ights
integrated in fairing.

Storage compartements
(2x4.0  |
(0 .88 lmp.ga l ) )

Mult i-component
touring fair ing of
g lass-f ibre-rei nforced
plastic with fair ing panel
and spoiler of shatter-
proof plast ic.

lndicator/warning l ights
integrated in cockpit.

Aerodynamical ly Mult i-component,
optimizedsportscockpit aerodynamical ly
ofglass-f ibre-reinforced optimizedsportsfair ing
plastic. of glass-f ibre-

reinforced plast ic.

Optionalextras
lf you want to find out about the range of practical extras for your BMW you should consult your BMW motorcycle dealer. He has separate literature
providing detailed information. BMW motorcycles are designed and produced to take these optional extras, ensuring perfect compatability.
All accessories have been developed by BMW or in close cooperation with BMW and, consequently, comply with the highest requirements with
respect to quality and function.

In some cases, this brochure may show equipment details available only as options at extra charge.
Models il lustrated are to West German specification. In certain export markets,
legal requirements may result in modifications to the model and equipment specifications stated here.
Please consult your BMW dealer or importer for precise details of equipment.
Subiect to design and equipment modifications.

O 1985 BMW Motorrad GmbH+Co., Munich, West Germany
Not to be reproduced wholly or in part without written

permission from BMW Motorrad GmbH+Co.
Printed in West Germany 4/86 511203423




